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by Bill Cory

He walked from Deal to Belvedere to the recruiting
office and although big, they guessed he was
underage and rejected him. Each year he tried until
he was seventeen and then they let him into the
Royal Sussex Regiment. A fit young man, he
became a Sergeant 1st Class and a PT Instructor.

WILLIAM THOMAS CORY was born in October

1900 the son of William Henry Worthington Cory
(see Issue No.24). He was the eldest of 11 children,
10 of whom survived infancy, all of them marrying
and having children. He was a pupil at the Parochial
School Deal and at the age of 11 passed an
examination for a free place at Dover College.
Unfortunately, there was only one place available and
as the other successful examinee was the son of the
Headmaster of the Parochial School, William was
apprenticed as a Potter. Finding this boring, he tried
to join the Army at the age of fourteen, the year
World War 1 started.

He was sent to France after basic training and his
regiment reached the front-line on the 1st November
1918 after a 10 day train ride in goods trucks. Eleven
days later the Armistice was declared and William
went into the Rhineland as part of the Army of
occupation, returning home in 1920. There was no
work in Deal - the pottery had closed and he didn't
want to join his father as a boatbuilder/fisherman, so
he joined the Metropolitan Police in Tottenham Court
Road. Allet Marr, an older policeman took him
under his wing and it was through him that he met his
future wife, Ivy Constance Atkins. She was a farmer's
daughter from Louth in Lincolnshire, an apprentice
with Joerins the Queen's hairdressers in Mayfair. She
lived with Uncle Allett (her mother's brother), Aunt
Edith and cousin George Marr who was seven.
Needless to say she was introduced to William and
they were married in 1926.
They were given a police flat in Marylebone where
the family lived until William retired in 1946. He
then joined Carreras - Rothman, firstly at the Black
Cat factory in Hampstead Road and later at Park
Lawn by Regent’s Park. Starting as a security officer

he ended up as Export Office Manager.
One of the “benefits” of the job was 4000 cigarettes
which he received each month until he retired in 1965.
He was expected to flash his cigarettes around to
potential and existing customers. Bill remembers his
father always with a cigarette in his mouth and his
mother smoked her fair share too. Although William
died at 70 from cancer of the sinuses, his wife wasn't
convinced it was the cigarettes, blaming instead the
years of traffic duty at Oxford Circus as before there
were traffic lights, the poor policeman was in the
middle of it all - breathing in the fumes. Certainly
cigarettes didn't shorten her life. She died at the age of
90 in 1994.
* * * *

W

illiam Thomas was the father of our treasurer
and Kent co-ordinator, Bill Cory and his sisters
Iris Constance and Anne Marie. Bill says that he had 5
Cory uncles and aunts. Our member Delphine Heir (née
Cory) is the daughter of SYDNEY VALENTINE
CORY born 14th February 1909 - and Hilda née
Chaffey. LESLIE ALBERT VICTOR CORY, pictured
with his brother Ronald in the last Newsletter was
born on 16th February 1918 and still lives in Deal. His
children are Brian and Colin.

As a result of part of the story on THOMAS
WILLIAM CORY displayed on the Kent web page, we
received the following information from Mark Priestly
who is related to Bill although not yet a member.
___________________________________________

HMS Vanguard

___________________________________________
WILLIAM RICHARD CORY was the eldest son of
Richard William and Jane
Bushell Cory of Deal, and
grandson of Thomas William
Cory.
After leaving the
Central School William was
employed by a builder until
he joined the Navy in August
1906.
He served on the
Intrepid,
Leviathan
and
Natal. He was on the Natal
when she obtained the prize
for the best gunnery in the
Fleet. He had been on the
Vanguard for about 4 years
when toward the end of 1916 he was recommended for
the commissioned rank of mate. Having specialised in
torpedo work he preferred to put in for an appointment
as torpedo instructor, for which he was hoping to
qualify.
However on Monday 9th July 1917 the HMS Vanguard
sank in Scapa Flow after an internal explosion.
Unstable cordite had exploded and set off the ship’s
main magazine. Then a colossal numbing explosion
extinguished the flame, and HMS Vanguard was lost to

sight in a black cloud of smoke as bits of her began to
rain down on the Fleet. A complete 12 inch gun turret,
weighing over 400 tons, landed on Flotta over a mile
away from the ship, and burning debris set fire to the
moorland. She went down at her moorings with the loss
of more than 700 or possibly as many as 800 lives.
Only one officer and two ratings survived out of the
whole ship’s complement. The Vanguard was totally
devastated by the explosion and now lies in 34m of
water. Only 60 feet of her stern remains intact. In
recent years she was declared a war grave. At the Naval
base museum on Hoy is the Naval Cemetery for the
men of the Battle of Jutland; HMS Hampshire and
HMS Vanguard and also HMS Royal Oak. Petty
Officer William Richard Cory was amongst the men
who died in the terrible accident which resulted in a
major Admiralty enquiry. He was 29.
Whilst extracting variations of the Cory name from the
Commonwealth War Graves website for our archives, I
discovered the name of Sydney Andrew CORE.
Sydney was a signal boy and he too was amongst the
hundreds lost when HMS Vanguard sank. No age has
been given, only his name and service number, nor are
there family details. Can anyone identify him?
All these were honoured in their generations and were the
glory of their times. Book of Ecclesiasticus, Chapter 44.
____________________________________________________

Kent Postcard
from Margaret Cullingworth

__________________________________________

Margaret Cullingworth has discovered “The Postcard
Index” run by Colin Bucks and has purchased on behalf
of Society Archives four postcards addressed to Cory
people. Most intriguing was the one of Colwyn Bay,
addressed to Miss L Cory, Bank Side Villa, Manor
Road, Denton, Gravesend, Kent. The postmark is not
clear; ‘-onbridge’ possibly Tonbridge, Kent posted
early 1900s. At first glance it appeared to be written in
Welsh but closer inspection revealed that every word is
written with the letters in reverse order! The deciphered
text reads,
Thanks awfully for your card, what a pretty view. Am
sure the lovely time last Sunday was mutual. I shall
most probably be able to come home again next
Saturday week, will you be away? If not, shall be
pleased to see you. With kind remembrances,
Sincerely yours,
Harry Taylor.
Presumably the reversed words were for fun rather than
secrecy! The Society is now registered with Colin
Bucks and he will advise us of any other Cory
postcards that he finds but if you want to look for
another family name “The Postcard Index” is at http//
members.aol.com/cbuck785/postcardindex/htm
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Norwich City Baker Attacked During Corn Riots!

by Margaret Goffin

That on 27 September last, a great number of persons, tumultuously assembled together and came to
Arthur Cory’s dwelling house at St Martins at Palace. In fearing the rioters would come to his
premises, he had ready about 9 gallons of beer placed near his door in the hopes of appeasing them.
Upon their coming to his house, he said “My boys, what do you want ...here is money, bread and beer”
upon which they gave a shout and threw themselves upon the above. Then John Royce with a loud voice
said, “God damn your eyes and limbs, take no bribes, throw it away boys, kick down his door” which
some of the rioters accordingly did and others of them did break the windows of his said house and
break into pieces and demolished the shutters of the same.
Arthur Cory was attacked during the time of the corn riots which are sometimes known as the bread riots.
Crops had failed and as the price of corn went up, many people went hungry. Wheat sold between 22s. to 24s;
barley, 10s to 11s. ; oats, 8s. to 9s.3d; and peas at 12s to 13s per coomb (4 bushels). In September 1766, owing
to the high price of corn, and also want of employment, an alarming riot broke out in Norwich, which was only
quelled after much damage. Thirty of the ring leaders were taken, and tried by a special commission, and two
of them were executed. The case on 27th September 1766 against John Royce was brought by Arthur Cory,
baker, of St Martin at Palace and sworn before the Mayor, John Patteson and witnessed by J B Gay.
Arthur Jas Corey was apprenticed in 1750 as a baker to Jn Wright of Norwich for £10.10s.0d. A search of the
parish records for St Martin at Palace revealed that Arthur and his wife Mary Postle had 10 children baptised
there between 1761 and 1772. Today, the church of St Martins at Palace situated opposite the Bishops Palace,
is in a clean quiet area near the new court buildings but in Arthur’s time, this parish was in the very centre of
an overcrowded city. Although Arthur and Mary were not of the poorest class, the parish records contain 8 of
their children’s burials which perhaps shows how unhealthy Norwich was at that time.

Source:

Norwich City Records (1766) Case 6h Bundle No 2 (Film MFRO 405)
White’s Gazetteer 1845
The Apprenticeship Record for Norwich, ref 51/14 “The Norfolk Corys” Table A7

The Indian Mutiny Medal.

by Margaret Goffin

Browsing through various web sites whilst preparing our new Cory website, I came
across the name of Private Henry Cory on a list of Indian Medal winners (Ref 54F
No 3252). The complete list with 50,700 names can be purchased but further
enquiries to the site revealed only that he was serving in the 54th Foot (West
Norfolk) so I wrote to the Norfolk Regimental Museum to see if they could provide
me with more details.
They advised me that the 54th became the 2nd Battalion of the Dorset Regiment in
1881 and they redirected me to this regiment’s records at the Keep Military
Museum. In return for a donation to help their funds the Keep Military Museum
checked their records. Private Henry Cory was awarded the Indian Mutiny Medal
for having taken part in the first attack on the rebel fort at Siroul on 21 March 1858,
the second attack and capture of the rebel fort at Dehaiga on 14 July 1858 and the
third attack and capture of the rebel fort at Siroul on 17 and 18 July 1858. The
medal was a campaign medal which was awarded to all who took part in the actions
and not a specific gallantry medal. The museum had no way of knowing whether
Private Cory survived and suggested a visit to the PRO at Kew.
I haven’t managed to get to Kew yet to research further but our archivist Michael Cory suggested Henry,
born 1834 at Great Dunham, Norfolk, son to Robert Cory and Sarah Chamberlain who was recorded in the
1851 census as an agricultural labourer.
This Henry was was still alive in 1881, although there is an age difference of 2 years the place of birth is
the same. According to the 1881 Census CD, Henry Corey 45, born Dunham, Norfolk, was living at 41,
Garbutt Street, Shildon, Durham with his wife Eliza 39 and George Simpson (Corey) 6, Thomas Simpson
28, James Emerson 20, and Jane Emerson 17. Regrettably when using the borrowed 1881 Census CDs I
did not note family relationships but it seems likely that George is Henry’s son.
There are many Cory names in the Great Dunham parish records and included on the back cover of one of
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

these books were entries of confirmations. Amongst these were the three younger siblings of Henry.
June 1827
Mary Ann Cory
22 October 1851
William Cory age 16 (at Swaffham)
14 June 1854
Mary Cory age 16
29 July 1859
Sara Cory age 18 (at Litcham)
Mary Ann could have been his aunt, daughter of Robert and Mary White,
born 20th September 1807.

St Andrew’s
Church
Gt.Dunham
from
an original
painting
by
Geoff Meaker

Source: www.ozemail.com.au/~clday/MutinyC3.htm “The Norfolk Corys” Table A3 Gt Dunham parish registers 1733-1789, 1790-1865.

EVENTS: Visit to the Victoria & Albert Museum on October 11th 2001. There is one place left on this guided
tour to see Lady Cory’s jewellery. The collection consists of garnets, amethysts, jade, rubies, emeralds, sapphires,
pearls and diamonds. Some of these are presumed to be wedding gifts as details of jewellery were included in a
newspaper report of Jane Anne's marriage to Mr Clifford John Cory, son of John Cory of Glamorganshire. These
Cory jewels are alongside cases of items from the Russian Crown Jewels sold by the Bolshevik government. The
cost of the tour is £5.00. E-mail Ida at ida.birch@ntlworld.com or telephone on number 01707 873 075 to secure
your place.
For those with interests in Devon and Cornwall, Margaret Cullingworth tells me that the Devon FHS and Cornwall
FHS are both celebrating 25th anniversaries this year. To mark the occasion, Devon FHS is giving a small gift to the
earliest 25 members who still support them.
THANKS to Peter Ockleford of Dor chester and Pam Barnes of KwaZulu -Natal, South Africa who e-mailed
responses to my article, Sharing Internet Experiences [April 2001]. Well done! Peter bought a computer for his 80th
birthday last year and Pam calls herself a ‘greenhorn’. At present I have found no link between Peter’s and my
Blakes, but one day I may. Pam cannot get Genuki. I thought the Web was worldwide so cannot see why. Can
anyone tell us why it is unavailable? Keep working with the Internet – Good Luck! Jean Hayes

St Teath Lady Receives an MBE in the Queen’s Birthday Honours

from John A Cory

Mrs Pearl Lillian Ann Cory’s steadfast wor k for a
number of local and national charities over the last 50 years
has been recognised with the award of an MBE for charitable
services in St Teath, Cornwall.
Mrs Cory 68, from St Teath in North Cornwall, first started
collecting for the Poppy Appeal as a 12 year old schoolgirl in
1944 - and she has done it every year since. The early
collections raised £6 for the appeal but now donations total
more than £700 a year. She has also collected in Michaelstow
for the last 30 years. Along with the Poppy Appeal, Mrs
Cory collects for St John Ambulance, the Red Cross and the
Air Ambulance. She has also raised £350 for the Western
Morning News’ Green Wellie Fund and has raised funds for
St Teath Parish Church by selling raffle tickets. Along with
her work for charity, Mrs Cory also worked at the vicarage in
St Teath for around 30 years, looking after 3 successive
vicars.
Pearl Cory who has lived within St Teath for most of her life, said she was “very happy” when she received the
phone call to tell her that she was to receive the MBE for her many efforts, “I couldn’t take it all in to start off with”
she said. However the Chairman of St Teath Parish Council said “Everyone around here feels she very well
deserves the award, and all give her our congratulations, she really deserves it”. By sheer coincidence our member,
John A Cory of Launceston, met Pearl Cory for the very first time at a concert on the same evening as the honour
was announced and congratulated her on behalf of the Society. John says that Pearl’s husband who died 18 months
ago was not related to the Delabole Corys and at the moment, the place of this branch of the family has not yet been
found on the Cory tree.
Source: Western Morning News 16 June 2001
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Seeing Double

by Ida Birch

Left to right Lynn Barker, Paul Thornley, Susan Venker and Chris Pitt Lewis
In May, I witnessed the happy occasion when member Chris Pitt Lewis met three of his third cousins grandchildren of Edith Winifred Cory and Herbert Tudor Thornley - Lynn Barker, Paul Thornley and member
Susan Venker who was visiting from the USA. All four descend from John Cory (1822-1891), the founder of
John Cory & Sons, Cardiff, who was baptised at Poundstock, Cornwall, son of John, a farmer, and Mary Cory
of Coppethorn.
The meeting had been due to take place last year but was postponed when Susan was badly injured in a car
accident - thankfully, she has made a full recovery. Approaching our assembly point outside the entrance to
the Reading Room in the spectacular newly covered Great Court at the British Museum - and what a triumph
of light and space it is for the architect Norman Foster - I thought I spotted Chris, the only one of the quartet I
had met before, but realised my error as I approached. However, I was not in the least surprised when it turned
out to be Paul Thornley, even Chris and Paul acknowledging the resemblance! Amazing to realise that their
shared great-great-grand-parents were born as long ago as the 1820s. Over an excellent lunch which extended
well into the afternoon, the cousins were able to share information, clearing up what happened to this one and
that one. Chris's photographs provoked a great deal of discussion but, alas, some remain unidentified. Images
and a newspaper report of the Thornley/Cory wedding arrived by e-mail within hours as renewed interest had
prompted Paul to purchase a scanner on the way home!

Paul Thornley and Chris Pitt Lewis
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Chairman’s Address:

The Weight of Evidence or Shaving with Occam’s Razor.

In Newsletter No 23 for December 2000 Michael Cory,
our co-founder and doyen of the Society, wrote in a letter
to the editor:
‘The Chairman says (Newsletter No 22, page 3) that
Peter le Neve, who was Norroy King at Arms and
Founder President of the Society of Antiquarians, who
collected the pedigree of the Norfolk Corys which was
subsequently made by Mr Woolmer (Solicitor) in 1754
and proved in Chancery, is almost certainly wrong [in
tracing the descent of the Norfolk Corys from one
Robert Corie , who arrived in the County of Norfolk at
the end of the reign of Richard II (towards the end of the
fourteenth century)] without offering a shred of evidence.
This pedigree has been accepted by other learned
scholars, one of which was Robert Corie after much
research and the publication of his own pedigree. Vernon
Cory and I were unable to fault the pedigree.’
Now this is good fighting stuff and perhaps I should have
answered it in the Newsletter before now, indeed I think
it very desirable that the Newsletter should be a vehicle
for lively debate - after all this is one of the things that a
society like ours should be all about. That I didn’t
respond immediately is due to the fact that, as chairman, I
am always looking for something to talk about at the
AGM and so I thought that in this case I would for the
moment hold my fire, keep my powder dry, and return
Michael’s salvo at the June meeting.
First of all I should clear up one thing at the outset. What
I wrote was badly expressed. I wasn’t questioning that
the Bramerton Corys were descended from that Robert
Corie who, as the note on the pedigree states ‘in about the
1st Henry IV 1399 purchased an estate of one Mory and
in 1403 another of William Langton and Maud his wife at
Bramerton...where he built the Hall’. What I was
questioning was the part of the note that he stated that ‘he
came into Norfolk’ - and the implication that he came
from Cornwall. There are really two questions here: (1)
Did the ‘Norfolk Corys’ - whatever that may mean - as
we shall see the term ‘Norfolk Corys’ itself begs a
question - originate from Cornwall? As we saw from the
limited evidence derived so far from the sampling of Y
Chromosomes from present day representatives of the
Norfolk, Northampton and Cornwall Cory families, there
is on the face of it no common origin (Newsletter 22 3-4).
However we need more samples tested to make sure as I
explained previously because of the issue of ‘false
paternity’. The second question (2) - a double one - is
whether there were two (or more) Cory migrations to
Norfolk, an earlier (one or ones) to which Geoffrey,
priest 1324, John, priest 1338, and Peter attested in 1348,
1356 belonged (see Michael’s letter), and a later one
which brought in Robert Corie, the founding father of the
Bramerton branch towards the end of the fourteenth
century, and did Robert come from Cornwall? Michael, I
think, believes this (2) to be so and it is this belief that
‘without a shred of evidence’ I was challenging. And
evidence is what it is all about.

9th June 2001

I will be concerned mainly here with question 2 and
would like first to raise an issue that neither Michael nor I
have raised in the debate so far and that is the matter of
heraldry. There are two early Cory coats of arms found
in the West Country: the arms of the Corys of West
Putford with their saltire and cinque foils in chief (argent
a saltire sable, on a chief azure, three cinquefoils or) and
those of the Corys of Whalesburgh with their chevron
and griffons’ heads (sable between a chevron or fretty
gules, three griffons heads erased of the second ). This
last is similar to that of the Corys of Great Yarmouth
which also feature a chevron and griffons heads (sable,
on a chevron or, three estoiles gules between three three
griffons’ heads of the second). Michael points out in The
English Corys p 155, that Le Neve states that these
arms were born by a John Cory (1538-1581) of Yarmouth
and confirmed by William Camden, one of the greatest of
English heralds, to a member of the family, John Cory of
London in 1612. The Whalesburgh and Norfolk coats are
clearly similar and this should mean a connection
between the two families. I say ‘should’ because the
heralds - at all periods - were inclined to take as probable
what perhaps should have only been regarded as possible.
Take for example my grandmother’s half brother,
Richard Wallace Cory: when he was granted a coat of
arms in the 1920s, it was clearly also based on the
Whalesborough coat with its chevron, griffons’ heads and
fret (per chevron argent and sable, in chief two griffons
heads gules, in base a fret or ). Ida tells me that there
might indeed be a connection with the Whalesborough
branch and my Corys of Stratton, but much more is now
known about ‘my’ Stratton Corys than was ever known
to the heralds in the early 20th century, who lets face it,
were just making an educated guess. Again Thomas
Cory, apparently the son of the above John Cory of
London, bore virtually identical arms to those of Rear
Admiral Nicholas Cory The English Corys p156 blazon
No 5 and 159, blazon 16 (arms illustrated in the first and
third quarters of blazon 9) although if there was any
relationship at all between the two it was exceedingly
remote. What I am saying is, is that just as nonarmigerous families can - and do - assume the arms of
armigerous ones without a proven link, so heralds - for
fees - are guilty of a similar practice.
So much for heraldry. Let us now turn to the more
specific question (2) whether Peter le Neve, herald and
antiquary, 1661-1729, was right in stating that one
Robert Corie the founder of the Bramerton branch came
into the County of Norfolk at the end of the reign of
Richard II i.e. towards the end of the fourteenth century’.
Michael accepts the whole of this statement apparently
for the following reasons (some implicit and some
explicit) - my italics throughout.
(1) The authority of Peter le Neve who was Norroy
(King) of Arms and founder and first president of the
Society of Antiquarians (later the Society of Antiquaries)
- of which I too, as it happens am also a fellow - who
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(1) The authority of Peter le Neve who was Norroy
(King) of Arms and founder and first president of the
Society of Antiquarians (later the Society of Antiquaries)
- of which I too, as it happens am also a fellow - who
‘collected’ the pedigree of the Norfolk Corys.
(2) This pedigree was then drawn up in 1754 by Mr
Woolmer a solicitor.
(3) It was proved in Chancery.
(4) It was accepted by other learned scholars.
(5) Robert Corie accepted it after much research and the
preparation of his own pedigree.
(6) Vernon Cory and Michael could find no fault with it.
Phew!!! Six learned authorities (and the Court of
Chancery) against one humble toiler in the genealogical
vineyard - Mark! Surely the weight of evidence is
against me!
But is it? Of course not, and I hope Michael will forgive
me for presenting something of a caricature of what he
had to say. It is clear that there is only one piece of
‘evidence’ and that is not really evidence at all, but the
unsupported statement of Peter le Neve. Now he may
have ‘collected’ this from the Bramerton family and if
this rests on a genuine family tradition, then - perhaps! fair enough. Or he may, and this is what I suspect, have
been applying the principle of Occam’s Razor. The
Concise Oxford Dictionary defines this as the principle
attributed to the English philosopher William of Occam
(d c. 1350) that the fewest possible assumptions are to be
made in explaining a thing: Robert Corie was the first
member of the Norfolk family known to him, and le
Neve assumed therefore that he must have come from
outside the county. Because of the similarity of arms to
that of the Walesborough Corys this should have been
from Cornwall. But we now know - and my father was
the first to point this out - that there were Corys in
Norfolk before the end of the fourteenth century - and
applying Occams’ Razor again, the simplest and most
economical explanation would be to assume that the
Bramerton Corys are descended from them.
To save Peter le Neve’s assertion and to reconcile it to
the hard evidence of the existence of an earlier Cory
family in Norfolk and the (so far limited) evidence of the
Y chromosomes, one would have to make at least two of
assumptions: (1) That there was an earlier family or
families of Cory in Norfolk who were not related to the
armigerous Norfolk Corys (or if they were that the
connection went back before the arrival of Robert Corie
the founding father of the armigerous branch in Norfolk).
(2) That the Y chromosomes are misleading because false
paternity has occured in the ancestral lines either of Les
Cory of the Tresparret branch, or Michael himself of the
Bramerton branch (sorry about this gentlemen!).
Alternatively if false paternity is not an issue, then there
is another possibility: that are two genetically unrelated
Cornish Cory families, the ancestors of the Tresparrett
and the ancestors of the Bramerton (Norfolk) branches.
But to be fair to Michael, in challenging Peter le Neve’s
assertion of the external origin of Robert Corie, I too
have been making at least an assumption of my own: that
Peter le Neve gave no evidence for his statement about
the external origins of Robert because he had none to

give.
*

*

*

*

*

*

I had reached this point in editing the original text of my
talk at the AGM for the Newsletter when I came to an
interesting realisation: Peter le Neve doesn’t actually say
that Robert Corie, the founding father of the Bramerton
branch came from Cornwall at all !!! Just that he
‘arrived in Norfolk’. So actually we’ve all been guilty of
making yet another assumption - that when le Neve says
that he arrived in Norfolk ‘in the latter end of the reign of
Richard II’ he meant ‘from Cornwall’. In fact, as
Michael points out in his letter in Issue 23, Corys are
attested at the time or earlier in a dozen or more counties
in southern England, from Norfolk and Essex in the east,
through the midlands (including Northamptonshire) to
Wiltshire and Somerset and of course Cornwall in the
west. But the question remains, was Robert Corie
descended from the local Norfolk family or did he come
from outside - perhaps, as the heraldry would suggest,
from Cornwall - and here what I have written above still
stands.
As a postscript I might just remind you of the talk we had
from Andrea Duncan about Peter le Neve (see Newsletter
13, August 1997, p 6 with an extract from the talk itself
in Newsletter 14 December 1997, p 5-6). Le Neve’s
grandfather, Fermian le Neve, married Mary Cory c.
1600 - hence his interest in the Cory family. Perhaps I
could finish by quoting le Neve’s own statement about
the MS book of arms he compiled as a boy - now in the
Society of Antiquaries. “I compiled this all from printed
sources - and it is therefore worthless”. What I think he
meant was that a statement in a printed book (or a
manuscript for that matter) unsupported by actual
evidence from primary sources is worthless. And
regarding the origins of Robert Corie the founding father
of the Bramerton branch, the sad fact is that here we
simply do not yet have such evidence.
Mark Hassall
Editor:

Some of the Earliest Corys in our archives were documented in:
Bedfordshire; Thomas Cory, villein 1308. Bristol,
Gloucester; John & Johanna Cory, corvesour 1535.
Buckinghamshire; Thomas Cory, attorney 1344. Dorset;
John Cory, Hundred of Whitchurch, Dorset Lay Subsidy.
Essex; Simon de Cory, landowner 1246-1253. Hampshire;
Richard Cory, elder 1352. Hertfordshire; William and Adam
Cory, Inquistion Post Mortem 1358. Kennington
Documents; John Cory attorney of Henry,1343. Kent;
Thomas Cory, merchant 1340. Middlesex; John Cory, arrested
1374. Norfolk; Geoffrey Cory, priest 1324, John Cory, priest
1338, Peter Cory 1348-1356. Northamptonshire; John Cory,
prisoner 1394. Oxfordshire; Richard Cory, 1394. Rising
Documents; John Cory, attorney 1344. Stafford Castle,
Staffordshire;
John Cory, earl's servant 1433.
Somerset; John de Cory, witness 1339. Sussex; Richard
Cory, killed 1309. Westminster; John Cory, clerk 1341,
Richard Cori, butcher of the city of London, husband of Edith,
father of William and John.Will dated 1343 re burial in church
of St Leonard in Eastchepe and property in St Leonards, Will
registered in 1361. Wiltshire; Richard Cory, trespasser 1400.
Windsor, Berkshire; John de Cory, princes clerk 1345 (see
web page for more).
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS
OBITUARIES:
Elizabeth Cory. It is with gr eat r egr et that we announce the
death of Elizabeth Sarah Barnard Cory M.A., who died in London
on 18th June 2001 aged 47. She was the eldest daughter of the late
Revd. Paul Cory and Mrs Kathleen Cory. Born in Bermuda,
educated at St. Elphin’s School, Darey Dale, and a graduate of St.
Andrew’s University, Fife, Elizabeth was an archivist with the City
of Westminster Archives, London. Elizabeth’s other interests were
art, music and travel.
Ida and Peter Birch, Rosemary Gitsham, Jean and David
Hayes attended the funeral service which was held on Tuesday 26
June at St Luke's Church, Ramsden Road, South Clapham and
followed by cremation at Lambeth Crematorium. Family and
friends gathered afterwards at the “Hardy at Trafalgar” in Tooting.
Some of you will remember Elizabeth from the good trip to
Bramerton in Norfolk which she organised in 1997 and our trips to
Jersey and the London weekends. She served on the Committee of
the Cory Society and we shall miss her contributions to our
meetings and her help with the proof reading of the Newsletter.
She was very knowledgeable in her field and she gently kept us all
on our toes. “Well actually it isn’t ….it should be….”. Although
Elizabeth did not have a specific role we appreciated having
someone living nearby and willing to make up the one ‘other’ to
make our meetings quorate. Recently Elizabeth had agreed to act as
Chairman if Mark should be indisposed. She will be sorely missed
and we extend our sympathy to her mother, Kathleen, and also to
her sisters Alison Kozowyk and Maggie Murray.
BIRTHS:
Joseph Felipe Birch, son of Michael J oseph and Xochiltzin
Birch, a brother for Isabella, born on 27 June 2001, grandson of Ida
and Peter Birch.
Chloe Tilling, on 29 J uly 2001 daughter of Emma and Shaun,
4th great grandchild of Michael and Frances Cory.
NEW MEMBERS:
Keith John Burroughs
Fareham, Hants Ancestors William & Ann Correy residing at
Torpoint in 1861. William was baptised at Lezant in 1831, the son
of William and Elizabeth Corry née Venner.
Dr Kathleen Constable, Fr eder ick, MD 21701-5417, . Greatgreat-grandfather Thomas Cory, baptised 1835 Lostwithiel,
Cornwall emigrated to Canada, son of Thomas who married
Honour Trudgeon in 1834. Thought by the family to descend from
the Bramerton, Norfolk line.

KO/3A .
Susan Stead, Spetisbur y, Blandfor d, Dor set A descendant of
Louisa Bridget Cory, daughter of John Cory & Mary née Gostwick,
who married John Westaway at St Andrew’s Plymouth in 1832.
Holsworthy, Devon line in 'The English Corys' Table H2 AP/7.
Wanda Wilson, Clar ks Hill, IN 47930,

Mark Andrew Cory Winnacott of, Bulwell, Nottingham NG6 His
line is from Amelia Ann Cory and her marriage to his GG
grandfather James Winnacott. Amelia was the daughter of John
Cory and Elizabeth Kellow. Location: St.Teath/St.Juliot, Cornwall.
ENQUIRIES BY POST OR E-MAIL: Cathy Gloyn of Australia
seeking info on Mary Cory = Joseph Gloyn re Calstock, Cornwall
Darrell Cocking of Australia desc of W m Curry - Elizabeth
Polkinhorne in Redruth Cornwall
2001 COMMITTEE:
This year the Society has lost three valuable people from our
committee. We all owe them a great debt of gratitude. Elizabeth
who will be sadly missed; Malcolm Cory, a founder member who
has done valuable work since 1992 in producing the GRO lists has
retired; Margaret Cullingworth who stepped onto the committee at
a low point in 1996 to act as Treasurer and Correspondence
secretary, and did these jobs with such rigour and diligence that she
will be irreplaceable.
Margaret will remain a member and still be there to make those
connections for people, which she is so good at. Bill is our new
Treasurer and her other jobs have been shared. David Bedford
Groom has joined us and agreed to cover the Norfolk Area Coordinator’s role. So at present all the main jobs are covered but we
are still short of two committee members.
We need volunteers now!
You would need to be able to travel to central London 3 times a
year to share an excellent sandwich lunch and the companionship of
others interested in Cory matters for the Saturday afternoon. You
don’t need a computer, although those of us with one say it makes
communication easier.
Volunteers who contact Jean Hayes
(address below) will be welcomed gratefully!

THE 2001 MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY is enclosed with this
issue which I am sure will have us all checking the pages for those
with interests in our particular family line. This year’s inclusion of e
-mail addresses has resulted in a slight change of layout in order to
fit everything in. If we have not included your details or e-mail
address in the directory, please contact our Membership Secretary,
Rosemary Gitsham.

Leslie L Cory, Musselbur gh, Scotland Son of George Edwin
Cory of Deal, Kent. Kent line in 'The English Corys' Table B2
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Officers: Chairman

Mark Hassall,

Hon. Secretary:

Jean Hayes,

Treasurer and

William Cory,

Archivist

Michael R. Cory, (ex-officio),

Editor and Webmaster

Margaret Goffin,

Others Co-ordinators
Devon/Cornwall/S.Wales

Ida Birch,

Norfolk

David Bedford Groom,

Northants

Marilyn Cory,

Australia

Pam Cory,

Membership Secretary

Rosemary Gitsham,

The Cory Society does not agree necessarily with the statements and opinions in this publication

